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ABSTRACT 31 
 32 

The Great Plains of North America are susceptible to multi-year droughts, such as the 1930s 33 

‘Dust Bowl’, while the Sahel region in Africa has endured a multidecadal decline in rainfall during 34 

the second half of the 20
th
 century. These hydroclimate episodes have been linked to SST variability 35 

in the Pacific and Atlantic basins. This observationally rooted analysis shows the SST influence in 36 

multi-year droughts and wet episodes over the Great Plains and in the multidecadal ‘drying’ of the 37 

Sahel to be significantly more extensive than previously indicated. The remarkable statistical 38 

reconstruction of these hydroclimate episodes attests to the extent of the SST influence in nature, and 39 

facilitated evaluation of the basin contributions; an evaluation, hitherto, infeasible because the SST-40 

forced dynamical models of the atmosphere – a common investigative tool – remain challenged in 41 

simulation of regional hydroclimate variability. 42 

The Atlantic SSTs were found to be especially influential in forcing multi-year droughts; 43 

often, more than the Pacific ones: The Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO), in particular, 44 

contributed the most in two of the four reconstructed episodes (Dust Bowl Spring, 1980s fall 45 

wetness), accounting for almost half the precipitation signal in each case. The tropical Atlantic SST 46 

variability was most influential in the third episode, the Dust Bowl summer. The AMO influence on 47 

continental precipitation was provided circulation context from analysis of NOAA’s 20
th
 Century 48 

Atmospheric Reanalysis. A hypothesis for how the AMO atmospheric circulation anomaly is 49 

generated from AMO SSTs was proposed (Nigam et al. 2011) to advance discussion of the influence 50 

pathways of the mid-to-high latitude SST anomalies.    51 

Consideration of the Pacific and Atlantic SST influence also led to close reconstruction of the 52 

Sahel rainfall record, including the 1950s-80s ‘drying’. Evaluation of the basin contributions suggests 53 

that the ‘drying’ resulted from the overlap of the AMO and North Pacific decadal variability (a la 54 

Pacific Decadal Oscillation) influences. Interestingly, the recovery of Sahel rainfall after the mid-55 

1980s was also reconstructed, and attributed to AMO’s positive tendency.  56 

Pacific and Atlantic SSTs evidently exert a profound influence on North American and 57 

Sahelian hydroclimate on decadal timescales – an influence not fully captured in the present-day 58 

dynamical models of climate.59 
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1. Introduction 60 

Sea surface temperatures (SST) exert a significant, and often predictable, influence on 61 

the climate of near and far away regions. Interannual SST variations related to El Nino 62 

Southern Oscillation (ENSO), for instance, impact the Indian summer monsoon to the west 63 

(Rasmusson and Carpenter, 1983) and the North American hydroclimate to the east (e.g., 64 

Ropelewski and Halpert, 1987; Joseph and Nigam, 2006). The link between SST and 65 

hydroclimate is also manifest on decadal time scales, as in case of droughts over North 66 

America (Namias, 1966; Ting and Wang, 1997; Nigam et al., 1999) and Africa (Hulme, 67 

1992). Multi-year droughts such as the 1930s ‘Dust Bowl’
1
 over the Great Plains, and the 68 

multi-decade ‘drying’ of Sahel (Folland et al., 1986) mark notable excursions of regional 69 

hydroclimate, with devastating socioeconomic impacts. Such decadal-scale excursions, 70 

rooted in ocean-atmosphere-land interaction, are attractive targets for climate simulation and 71 

prediction for societal and scientific reasons.
2
 72 

Multi-year, summertime droughts over North America have been observationally 73 

linked to decadal SST variability in the Pacific (Ting and Wang, 1997; Nigam et al., 1999; 74 

Barlow et al., 2001; McCabe et al., 2004; White et al., 2008; Nigam et al., 2011) and the 75 

Atlantic (Namias, 1966; McCabe et al., 2004; Ruiz-Barradas and Nigam, 2005; Wang et al., 76 

2006; Guan, 2008; McCabe et al., 2008; Mo et al., 2009; Nigam et al., 2011) but the extent of 77 

the SST influence in major 20
th

 century droughts (including basin contributions) remained 78 

unevaluated, observationally, until the attribution analysis of Nigam et al. (2011).  79 

The drying of the Sahel has been attributed to local land-surface–atmosphere 80 

interaction – the overgrazing hypothesis (Charney, 1976; Charney and Stone, 1976) – and to 81 

                                                      
1
 The intense decade-long (1931-39) drought got its name on 15 April 1935, the day after Black Sunday. Robert 

Geiger, a reporter for the Associated Press, travelled through the region and wrote the following: "Three little 

words achingly familiar on a Western farmer's tongue, rule life in the dust bowl of the continent - if it rains.” 

 
2
 Decadal prediction of regional hydroclimate, especially in the hind cast mode, provides unique opportunities 

for vetting climate system models used in projection of centennial-scale climate change. 
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tropical Atlantic and global SSTs (Folland et al., 1986; Giannini et al., 2003; Zhang and 82 

Delworth, 2006), global warming (Held et al. 2005) and recently to anthropogenic aerosols 83 

(Biasutti and Giannini, 2008).   84 

Droughts are typically simulated using dynamical models of the atmosphere. The 85 

models are forced by observed SST which provides the temporal context, including drought 86 

links. The SST influence can be dynamically evaluated from a sufficiently large ensemble of 87 

drought simulations provided the atmospheric-land-surface model is realistic, at least, from 88 

the perspective of the hydroclimate variability structure (and mechanisms) of the target 89 

region. The currently deployed atmospheric models (Schubert et al., 2004; Seager et al., 90 

2005; Sutton and Hodson, 2005; Cook et al., 2009; Schubert et al., 2009) simulate many 91 

aspects of the atmospheric general circulation but the simulation of regional hydroclimate 92 

(precipitation, evaporation/evapotranspiration, soil moisture, surface air temperature, etc.) 93 

remains challenging. The problematic portrayal includes a distorted representation of the 94 

atmospheric and terrestrial water-cycles over the Great Plains (Ruiz-Barradas and Nigam, 95 

2005; Nigam and Ruiz-Barradas, 2006; Ruiz-Barradas and Nigam, 2013), i.e., of regional 96 

processes relevant to droughts (Ruiz-Barradas and Nigam, 2010a,b).  97 

Despite such shortcomings, aspects of the notable Great Plains droughts have been 98 

simulated by the SST-forced dynamical models. But the modeled drought core is often 99 

misplaced, e.g., to the southwest in case of the Dust Bowl drought (Seager et al., 2005; Cook 100 

et al., 2009). The modeled drought is moreover characterized using annual-mean 101 

precipitation deficits in these studies, which downplays the hydroclimate simulation 102 

deficiencies of the warm-season (late-spring to fall) – the season of drought occurrence over 103 

the Great Plains.
3
 The modeled drought signal, as such, reflects more the La Nina footprint on 104 

winter-spring precipitation (Seager et al., 2005) than the larger precipitation deficits observed 105 

                                                      
3
 The downplay results from the comparatively superior simulation of winter hydroclimate variability which is 

dynamically controlled (through stormtrack modulation). Warm-season hydroclimate variability, in contrast, is 

more influenced by land-surface–atmosphere interactions which are robust (dormant) in summer (winter) but  

which remain poorly rendered in atmospheric and climate models.  
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in the warm season. Some notable North American droughts are, moreover, conspicuously 106 

absent while others fictitiously present in some of the simulations (Schubert et al. 2004). Do 107 

the drought simulation discrepancies reflect the limited influence of SSTs in models or 108 

nature?  109 

Droughts are more strongly linked with the Pacific than Atlantic SST anomalies in the 110 

dynamical model simulations (e.g., Fig. 3 in Schubert et al., 2004); the Pacific influence 111 

resulting, largely, from the tropical SST anomalies (Schubert et al., 2004; Seager et al., 112 

2005). The coordinated modeling experiments of the US CLIVAR Drought Working Group 113 

(Schubert et al., 2009) reiterate the primacy of Pacific SSTs in generating North American 114 

droughts. The La Nina – US Drought paradigm – operative on interannual timescales in 115 

nature – was found most relevant in context of decadal droughts by these modeling studies. 116 

How does one define the simulation targets for the SST-based dynamical modeling of 117 

droughts? Clearly, the targets are not the full observed drought signal in view of the land-118 

surface contribution: Are the models being judged too harshly above? Or are the present-day 119 

models not quite ready for scoping out the influence of Pacific and Atlantic SSTs on Great 120 

Plains and Sahel’s precipitation? 121 

The goal of this observationally-rooted analysis is to quantitatively characterize the 122 

full SST contribution in drought generation over North America and Africa, including the 123 

relative role of the Pacific and Atlantic basins. The characterization closely follows Nigam et 124 

al. (2011) where an evolution-centric spatiotemporal analysis of 20
th

 century SST variations 125 

(Guan and Nigam, 2008; 2009) and related hydroclimate links, and subsequent reconstruction 126 

of North American droughts yield the impact of Pacific and Atlantic SST variations on 127 

continental hydroclimate. The observationally-based impacts immediately provide the sought 128 

after quantitative targets for the SST-forced dynamical modeling of droughts.  129 

The observationally-rooted statistical reconstruction of major hydroclimate episodes 130 

in Nigam et al. (2011) indicates a dominant role of Atlantic SSTs in the generation of multi-131 
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year droughts and wet episodes over North America – in contrast with the secondary role of 132 

this basin in model-based assessments. The Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO), in 133 

particular, had a singular influence on the 20
th

 century North American hydroclimate, 134 

especially during spring and fall, as discussed in subsequent sections. The AMO is a 135 

dominant contributor in the drying of the Sahel during the 1950s-80s as well, and in the 136 

recovery of rainfall since. 137 

Data sets are described in section 2, and the notable hydroclimate episodes of the 20
th

 138 

century in section 3. The enabling SST analysis is briefly discussed in section 4. The drought-139 

period SST and precipitation signals are reconstructed from contemporaneous analysis in 140 

section 5, while the Great Plains drought origin and predictability are investigated in section 141 

6. The drying of the Sahel is reconstructed in section 7 to assess the influence of regional and 142 

remote SSTs. Discussions and conclusions follow in section 8.  143 

2. Data sets 144 

The sea surface temperature data comes from the U.K. Met Office’s Hadley Centre 145 

Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature dataset (HadISST 1.1, Rayner et al., 2003), which is 146 

globally available on a 1° grid for the 1870-onward period. The long-term mean of each 147 

calendar month is first removed from the monthly data, yielding monthly anomalies. Seasonal 148 

anomalies are then constructed by averaging monthly anomalies over standard three-month 149 

periods (e.g., DJF, JJA). Seasonal anomalies are interpolated on to a 5° × 2.5° longitude–150 

latitude grid for computational efficiency in extended-EOF analysis. 151 

Precipitation data is from the University of East Anglia’s Climate Research Unit 152 

(CRU); the high resolution TS 3.0 analysis of station data (Mitchell and Jones 2005). 153 

Monthly precipitation is available over land on a 0.5° grid for the 1901-onward period. 154 
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The Palmer Drought Severity Index, a nondimensional number that measures the 155 

severity of meteorological drought, is obtained from Dai et al.’s (2004) analysis. Monthly 156 

PDSI is available over land regions on a 2.5° grid for the 1870–onward period. 157 

Evapotranspiration estimates are obtained from NOAA’s Climate Prediction Center 158 

where they are generated using a one-layer hydrological model (Huang et al., 1996; van den 159 

Dool et al., 2003) that is driven by observed precipitation (and surface air temperature). 160 

Monthly evaporation is available on a 2.5° grid for 1931–onward period. 161 

Upper-air meteorological analysis for the full century was obtained from NOAA’s 162 

20
th

 Century Reanalysis (20CR; Compo et al., 2011), which was developed from short-term 163 

forecasts generated from assimilation of synoptic surface/sea-level pressure and monthly SST 164 

and sea-ice boundary conditions. The modern period upper-air data comes from NOAA’s 165 

NCEP Reanalysis (Kalnay et al., 1996).  166 

3. Notable hydroclimate episodes of the 20
th

 Century 167 

The hydroclimate of the US Great Plains is marked by two notable dry periods in the 168 

20
th

 century (Fig. 23.1a): one in the 1930s and the other in the 1950s. The 1930s drought was 169 

intense and prolonged (decade-long), and turned much of the Great Plains, the U.S. 170 

breadbasket, into a ‘Dust Bowl’. The 1950s drought, while relatively short (4–5 years), was 171 

no less intense; its fall precipitation deficit was, in fact, larger than the peak seasonal deficit 172 

during the Dust Bowl drought (Figs. 23.1b-c). The1950s drought was unrelenting as well, as 173 

evident from the complete absence of positive precipitation anomalies (in any season) during 174 

the episode (Fig. 23.1a), in contrast with the distribution in Dust Bowl years. The ‘Dust 175 

Bowl’ winters, interestingly, had near-normal precipitation, on average; a feature, not evident 176 

in descriptions based on the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI, Palmer 1965). Droughts 177 

are commonly marked using the PDSI but this index is, seasonally, less discriminating than a 178 
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precipitation based one (Figs 23.1b-d), and thus not as insightful on drought mechanisms 179 

which are keyed to seasonal process.
4
  180 

The Dust Bowl was largely a spring-summer drought while the 1950s one a summer-181 

fall drought (Figs. 23.1b-c). The Great Plains precipitation record also includes wet periods, 182 

with a notable one in the mid-1980s that is focused on fall (Fig. 23.1d). Regional 183 

evapotranspiration anomalies (Figs. 23.1b-d) are largest in summer following the 184 

climatological rhythm, but never sufficient to account for even half the concurrent 185 

precipitation deficits, especially in the peak phase of the episodes – indicating, indirectly, a 186 

significant role for larger-scale circulation variations and attendant moisture transports in 187 

modulating the water cycle over the Great Plains (Ruiz-Barradas and Nigam, 2005).   188 

Geographically, the Dust Bowl precipitation deficit is focused in the southern Plains 189 

and along the Gulf Coast in spring and in the central-northern Plains in summer (Fig. 23.1e-190 

f). Drought severity can be assessed by comparing the precipitation deficit in the box outlined 191 

in Fig. 23.1f (~0.6 mm/day) with the regional summer climatology (~3.0 mm/day) (e.g., 192 

Nigam and Ruiz-Barradas, 2006) and standard deviation (~0.9 mm/day) (e.g., Ruiz-Barradas 193 

and Nigam, 2005). The 1950s fall drought was more intense (~1.0 mm/day deficit against a 194 

fall climatology of ~2.7 mm/day and standard deviation of ~1.0 mm/day) and widespread, 195 

with the entire US impacted (Fig. 23.1g). The drought core is located southward, extending 196 

into the southern Plains and the Gulf Coast states. The 1980s wet episode is essentially a 197 

mirror image of the 1950 drought, in both structure and amplitude; not surprising, given that 198 

both attain their peak-phase in the fall.  199 

The Pacific SSTs during the Dust Bowl spring and summer were, on average, colder, 200 

especially in the extratropics, although not by much (~0.3K) (Figs. 23.2a-b); the tropics, 201 

interestingly, were near normal. In contrast, robustly warm SSTs are found in the Atlantic, 202 

                                                      
4
 Smoothed versions of PDSI can moreover be synthesized from precipitation, indicating the latter’s adequacy 

in multi-year drought analysis; smoothed precipitation and PDSI indices are correlated at 0.91 in Fig. 23.1a. 
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especially in summer when most of the midlatitude basin has large SST anomalies (0.5-203 

0.8K); the tropical Atlantic is mildly warmer as well. The cold SST anomalies in the central-204 

eastern equatorial Pacific during the 1950s fall drought (Fig. 23.2c) clearly resemble the La 205 

Nina signal [e.g., Fig. 3 (right panels) in opposite phase, Guan and Nigam, 2008]. The 206 

Atlantic anomalies in the 1980s wet period (Fig. 23.2d) are broadly a mirror image of the 207 

drought ones, while the Pacific ones are more fragmented at this time. 208 

4. The enabling SST analysis  209 

The drought reconstruction reported here is rooted in the innovative analysis of 210 

natural variability and secular trend in the Pacific and Atlantic SSTs in the 20th century 211 

(Guan and Nigam 2008, 2009; hereafter GN2008 and GN2009). By focusing on spatial and 212 

temporal recurrence but without imposition of any periodicity constraints, the extended 213 

empirical orthogonal function analysis (EEOF; Weare and Nasstrom, 1982) discriminates 214 

between biennial, interannual, and decadal variabilities, leading to refined evolutionary 215 

descriptions and, equally importantly, separation of natural variability and the secular trend – 216 

all without any advance filtering (and potential aliasing) of the SST record. The implicit 217 

accommodation of natural variability, in particular, leads to a nonstationary SST secular 218 

trend, one that includes mid-century cooling.  219 

Pacific analysis 220 

Seasonal SST anomalies during 1900-2007 were analyzed in the Pan-Pacific domain 221 

(20°S-60°N, 120°E-60°W) using the EEOF technique; five-season long anomaly sequences 222 

were targeted in the primary analysis. The technique is equivalent to the multichannel 223 

singular spectrum analysis (e.g., von Storch and Zwiers, 1999). The 7 leading principal 224 

components (PCs) were rotated using the VARIMAX method.  Canonical ENSO variability 225 

is captured as two modes: growth (ENSO
−
) and decay (ENSO

+
); departures from it are 226 

identified as the non-canonical mode (ENSO
NC

); see Figs. 3-9 and related discussion in 227 
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GN2008. Pacific decadal variability is resolved into two modes, Pan Pacific (PDV-PP) and 228 

North Pacific (PDV-NP): The first, with horse-shoe structure in the Pacific, exhibits 229 

connections to the tropical-subtropical Atlantic resembling the AMO footprint in this region 230 

(Fig. 11 in GN2008). The second, capturing the 1976/77 climate-shift, is closer to Pacific 231 

Decadal Oscillation in structure but with interesting links to other basins (Fig. 12 in 232 

GN2008). The nonstationary secular trend (SST-Trend) consists of wide-spread but non-233 

uniform warming of all basins along with a sliver of cooling in the central equatorial Pacific 234 

(Fig. 13 in GN2008). The physicality of decadal modes – of key interest given their multi-235 

year drought links – was assessed via correlations with the fish recruitment records, following 236 

Hare and Mantua (2000); the correlations were found comparable, if not larger, than those 237 

obtained by these authors. Analog counts were also used in assessing mode physicality (see 238 

section 5 in GN2008). 239 

Atlantic analysis 240 

The Atlantic SSTs were subject to similar spatiotemporal analysis but after removal of 241 

the Pacific influence. The leading mode of Atlantic SST variability is a multidecadal 242 

oscillation focused in the extratropical basin (AMO-Atl; GN2009). It differs from its 243 

conventional description (Enfield et al., 2001; Enfield and Cid-Serrano, 2010) in the western 244 

tropical basin where the amplitude is weaker due to the absence of the Pacific’s influence 245 

(see Fig. 5b in GN2009). The seasonally-resolved AMO-Atl PC is shown in Fig. 23.3a (thin 246 

red) along with other markers of this variability, including a recent one from Ting et al. 247 

(2009); note Fig. 23.3 is identical to Fig. 1 in Nigam et al. (2011), and reproduced with 248 

permission. Negative decadal pulses reflecting massive discharge of sub-Arctic water into the 249 

North Atlantic, as during the Great Salinity Anomaly of 1968-82 (e.g., Slonosky et al., 1997), 250 

are evident in the AMO-Atl PC (and to an extent in the Ting index) but not in other AMO 251 

markers; AMO-Atl differs from others in the1940s-50s too.  252 
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The AMO-Atl’s SST footprint (Fig. 1b) is focused in the northern basin, in the 253 

subpolar gyre. The same-sign extension into the Tropics develops a little after the northern 254 

lobe attains significant amplitude; AMO-Atl evolution is shown in GN2009. The fall-season 255 

regressions on land precipitation (Fig. 23.3b) show a general drying over the Americas 256 

(except southern Mexico and Central America) but wetter conditions to the east, notably, 257 

over Sahel. Given AMO-Atl’s decadal time scales, its warm phase can lead to multi-year 258 

droughts over central-eastern United States.  259 

AMO-Atl’s seasonal precipitation footprints 260 

AMO-Atl’s impact on North American seasonal precipitation (Fig. 23.3c) is 261 

significant in the transitional and warm seasons, with the fall impact being largest (0.4-0.5 262 

mm/day per unit PC amplitude). The AMO-Atl’s warm phase is associated with precipitation 263 

deficits in all three seasons; the absence of offsetting surpluses (or seasonal compensation) 264 

makes AMO-Atl even more relevant for North American droughts. The overlaid regressions 265 

of the 700 hPa geopotential and column stationary moisture flux (from a data set completely 266 

independent of CRU precipitation) indicate a strikingly consistent circulation context for the 267 

precipitation signal: Low-level northerly flow across the central continent and related 268 

southward moisture transport. The flow opposes the seasonal southerly flow (including the 269 

Great Plains low-level jet in spring) which brings moisture from the Gulf of Mexico into the 270 

continental interior (e.g., Nigam and Ruiz-Barradas, 2006; Weaver and Nigam, 2008). The 271 

AMO-Atl circulation leads to a precipitation deficit both from reduced moisture transport and 272 

the low-level subsidence generated by northerly anomalies [assuming a Sverdrup vorticity 273 

balance, viz., β.v ≈ f (∂w/∂z)].  274 

Statistical significance of the regressions is assessed via a two-tailed Student’s t-test at 275 

the 5% level using an effective sample size Ne [=N/(1+2rx,1ry,1+2rx,2ry,2+…), where N is time-276 

series length; rx,1, rx,2…are the first, second, …-order autocorrelations for time series x, and 277 

ry,1, ry,2… for time series y; Quenouille,1952] that accounts for serial autocorrelation; stable 278 
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Ne (and thus t-test) values are obtained by summing up to the 4
th

-order. Figs. 23.3b-c show 279 

regressions where t-values (obtained with Ne) exceed the theoretical values at the 5% 280 

significance level. 281 

5. Drought-period SST and precipitation reconstruction 282 

The linear seasonal regressions of the SST principal components on contemporaneous 283 

SST and precipitation in the full record (October 1901 – April 2006) constitute the building 284 

blocks in this reconstruction. Multiplication of each SST PC with its temporally-fixed 285 

seasonal regression pattern, and summing the 11 contributions yields the reconstructed signal. 286 

The intra-basin PCs are temporally orthogonal (assured by the analysis method) while the 287 

inter-basin ones are nearly so (ensured by filtering of Pacific’s influence from Atlantic SSTs 288 

prior to analysis); the largest inter-basin PC correlation is only 0.08, facilitating 289 

reconstruction of the SST and drought signals. A similar strategy was recently used to 290 

reconstruct the tropical cyclone counts in the Atlantic sector (Nigam and Guan, 2011).  291 

SST reconstruction 292 

The SST anomalies during drought and wet episodes are first reconstructed as a test of 293 

the reconstruction paradigm.  The fidelity of the reconstruction (Fig. 23.2, right panels) 294 

attests to the efficacy of the SST analysis; although 11 basis functions are used in the 295 

reconstruction, only about half contribute significantly in any given period. The hydroclimate 296 

episodes are reconstructed next, relying on the SST-precipitation links operative in nature 297 

rather than in SST-forced dynamical models of the atmosphere. 298 

Drought reconstruction   299 

The SST-based precipitation reconstruction is remarkable as evident from the close 300 

correspondence of the observed and reconstructed structure at both regional and 301 

subcontinental scales in Fig. 23.4a (identical to Fig. 2a in Nigam et al., 2011, and reproduced 302 

with permission). The AMO-Atl is influential over large swaths of the eastern continent while 303 
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the Pacific’s influence (not shown, but approximately, middle minus bottom row) is confined 304 

to the central longitudes.  305 

a) Dust Bowl  306 

The Dust Bowl spring drought is remarkably reconstructed but the Dust Bowl summer 307 

drought proves challenging, with reconstruction over the Great Plains weaker in amplitude by 308 

as much as 50% (cf. Fig. 23.4a). The structural correspondence, including placement of focal 309 

points from the Gulf Coast to the Northern Plains, is however reasonable; the correspondence 310 

extends to the precipitation surplus features.   311 

The deficit in reconstruction of the Dust Bowl summer drought from SSTs is 312 

consistent with the potential contribution of other processes, notably, regional and upstream 313 

land-surface states and attendant interactions. It is also not inconsistent with arguments for 314 

additional inclusion of human land degradation in drought simulation (Cook et al. 2009). 315 

b) 1950s drought 316 

The shorter but more intense 1950s fall drought is apparently shaped by the Pacific’s 317 

influence (~ middle minus bottom row) which accounts also for the wetness of the Pacific 318 

Northwest and Central America. The largely in-phase contribution of the Atlantic is 319 

important for drought severity over the southern Plains and the Gulf Coast, leading to nearly 320 

full accounting of the core precipitation deficit; the deficit feature over the southern tier states 321 

to the east of the Mississippi is however not fully recovered.  322 

In contrast with the success in fall, the summer drought proves challenging – even 323 

more than the Dust Bowl summer drought (Guan 2008). Drought reconstruction fails in the 324 

1950s summer as this drought was generated, principally, by decadal SST variability in the 325 

Pacific and Atlantic basins, i.e., by modes having weak concurrent summer precipitation 326 

links. Canonical La Nina variability, which also contributes, has weak summer links as well 327 

(Guan 2008). The summer precipitation deficit in the 1950s drought may thus have its origin 328 
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in the unrelenting fall (and winter) precipitation deficits that were sequestered in the land 329 

surface until the following spring and summer, when they would find expression as reduced 330 

evaporation (and precipitation); a well-known moisture pathway in seasonal hydroclimate 331 

evolution (e.g., Nigam and Ruiz-Barradas, 2006). 332 

c) 1980s Wet episode 333 

The 1980s wet episode is quite reasonably reconstructed from the SST links, though 334 

not to the extent of the 1950s drought. The in-phase basin influences generate a realistic wet 335 

pattern but the amplitude is recovered primarily over the Lower Mississippi. 336 

Drought reconstruction: Synopsis 337 

The AMO-Atl contribution itself is shown in Fig. 23.4a (bottom row) and is sizeable 338 

in the spring and fall episodes. AMO-Atl is dominant in Dust Bowl spring and in the 1980s 339 

wetness in the central-eastern continent (~4 million km
2
 region outlined in red in the top 340 

panels of Fig. 23.4a). Interestingly, Atlantic Nino contributes the most during Dust Bowl 341 

summer (cf. Table-1). The Atlantic SSTs are thus very influential in 3 of the 4 hydroclimate 342 

episodes, with the Pacific SST influence dominant only in the 1950s fall drought; a 343 

quantitative assessment of the basin contributions is in Table-1 and discussed in section 6.   344 

A compelling view of AMO-Atl’s influence on Great Plains’ hydroclimate is provided 345 

by Fig. 23.4b which shows the normalized AMO-Atl SST PC (red curve) and central-eastern 346 

US precipitation in the 20
th

 century. Their negative correlation (−0.78) indicates an important 347 

role for the AMO in Great Plains hydroclimate variability; see also Kushnir et al. (2010). 348 

Together with the role of Atlantic Nino in Dust Bowl summer (noted above), this analysis 349 

suggests that, as a basin, the Atlantic is, perhaps, more influential than the Pacific for multi-350 

year Great Plains drought and wetness. 351 

6. Great Plains drought origin and predictability 352 
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A reasonable reconstruction of the major drought and wet episodes, and assessment of 353 

the Pacific and Atlantic SST contributions are prerequisite for the investigation of drought 354 

and wetness origin. In this observational analysis, the origin is investigated by resolving the 355 

basin contributions into components attributed to that basin’s SST variability modes. Modal 356 

contributions are noted in Table-1 when they typically exceed 10% of the precipitation 357 

deficit/surplus in the red outlined box marked in Fig. 23.4a. This condition is met by 358 

canonical ENSO, non-canonical ENSO, North Pacific decadal variability, SST Secular Trend, 359 

AMO-Atl, and the Atlantic Nino modes; some of these were briefly discussed in section 4, 360 

and all are fully described in GN2008 and GN2009. 361 

Modal contributions 362 

  Over 90% of the Dust Bowl spring drought is reconstructed, principally, from the in-363 

phase impact of the SST Secular Trend (~25%), AMO-Atl (55%), and Atlantic Nino 364 

variability (~10%); note, the impact of low-frequency NAO is also significant but off-setting 365 

(−15%). The Atlantic basin (tropical and extratropical) is thus quite influential for the spring 366 

drought. The drought is reconstructed to a lesser extent in summer (~80%), from non-367 

canonical ENSO (~10%), SST Secular Trend (~20%), AMO-Atl (~10%), and Atlantic Nino 368 

(30%) contributions. The Dust Bowl summer drought is thus found linked with tropical SST 369 

variations in the adjoining basins.  370 

The 1950s fall drought and the 1980s fall wetness are reconstructed to even lesser 371 

extent (~75%). The former has >20% contributions from canonical ENSO (La Nina, ~25%), 372 

PDV-NP (~30%), and AMO-Atl variability (warm phase, ~25%). The latter – a wet episode – 373 

is significantly influenced by canonical ENSO (El Nino, 15%), PDV-NP (~20%), and AMO-374 

Atl variability (cold phase, ~35%). Both the 1950s and 1980s fall-season hydroclimate 375 

episodes, each of multi-year duration, are nominally consistent with the La Nina – US 376 

Drought paradigm which captures the interannual influence on winter-spring precipitation. 377 

While clearly relevant, it is however not the only key SST-drought link in the fall season: 378 
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Table-1 shows that AMO-Atl exerts the strongest influence in 2 of the 4 episodes (with 379 

Atlantic Nino being most influential in another), indicating an important role of Atlantic 380 

SSTs in generation of multi-year drought and wet episodes over North America. 381 

Drought predictability 382 

The above reported drought reconstruction was based on contemporaneous 383 

precipitation regressions of the SST PCs, and as such, does not allow for the inference that 384 

SST variations lead to drought and wet episodes. If North American droughts were primarily 385 

linked with tropical SST variability, the SST attribution would have been more 386 

straightforward in view of the amassed observational and modeling evidence for the regional-387 

to-hemispherical scale influence of tropical SST anomalies; the profound impact of El Nino 388 

SSTs, for example.  389 

The SST-drought links articulated above however involve patterns with tropical and 390 

extratropical SST features, necessitating further analysis of causality. That tropical features 391 

remain the real instigators of droughts, with the midlatitude ones (shaped, to an extent, by 392 

ensuing feedbacks) exerting more modest influence, is a distinct possibility, but one that 393 

cannot be confirmed or refuted by this observational analysis or even by modeling with the 394 

present-day atmospheric models which remain challenged in simulation, let alone prediction, 395 

of regional hydroclimate variability and change.  396 

Regardless, some insight on the role of SST is provided from reconstructing droughts 397 

with antecedent SSTs. As the hydroclimate episodes of interest have durations of 4-10 years, 398 

the reconstruction is undertaken using decadal modes of SST variability. The droughts are 399 

reconstructed in Fig. 23.5 from the SST-leading regressions on continental precipitation. The 400 

reconstruction is obtained by multiplying the decadal SST PCs with their 1-6 year lagged 401 

precipitation regressions. The coherent nascent drought signals in the SST-leading 402 

reconstructions in Fig. 23.5 (and their absence in most SST-lagged reconstructions shown in 403 
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the far-right column of this figure) supports the case for a causative role of SSTs in North 404 

American droughts. However, as the drought reconstruction reported in Fig. 23.5 is for 405 

periods not independent of the one used in generating the underlying building blocks 406 

(regressions), the drought/wetness reconstructed from antecedent SSTs in Fig. 23.5 cannot be 407 

considered SST-based hindcast prediction. This analysis nonetheless provides preliminary 408 

evidence for the potential predictability of droughts.  409 

7. Drying of the Sahel 410 

The declining precipitation over Sahel over a 3-decade period (1950s-1980s) remains 411 

enigmatic, as noted in the introduction. The multi-decade ‘drying’ is reconstructed in this 412 

section to gain insight into its causes. The drying signal is clearly manifest in the regionally 413 

averaged (20W-40E; 10N-20N) boreal summer (June-August) rainfall anomaly record (Fig. 414 

23.6, solid black curve). The precipitous drop in precipitation from the mid-1950s to the mid-415 

1980s (by over 1.5 mm/day) is idealized by the straight black line. The rainfall decline is very 416 

significant – leading to widespread use of the term ‘drying’ – as the seasonal summer rainfall 417 

over this continental strip (mostly its southern part) is 4.2 mm/day with an interannual 418 

standard deviation (SD) of 0.5 mm/day, i.e., the rainfall decline was almost 2 SD in the peak 419 

dry phase!  420 

  The Sahel rainfall record was reconstructed using Pacific and Atlantic SST PCs, just 421 

as over the Great Plains. The reconstructed rainfall (dashed black line in Fig. 23.6) tracks the 422 

observed rainfall closely (correlation 0.91), robustly capturing the drying of the Sahel and the 423 

rainfall recovery since. With the target in hand, partial rainfall reconstructions are undertaken 424 

to identify the influential modes of SST variability within the context of this analysis. Both 425 

the Atlantic and Pacific (green and blue curves respectively) are influential, albeit at different 426 

stages; Atlantic in the early and Pacific in the latter period, as indicated by the idealized green 427 

and blue straight-line drops. North Pacific decadal SST variability dominates the Pacific 428 
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contribution and AMO-Atl the Atlantic one. Interestingly, the rainfall reconstructed from just 429 

these two modes of SST variability tracks the observed rainfall record almost as well as the 430 

full reconstruction (0.83 vs. 0.91 correlation).    431 

 Statistical analysis and reconstruction often suffer from concerns related to causality 432 

and physicality in case of analysis, and over-fitting in case of reconstruction. The over-fitting 433 

one is readily put to rest by noting that just two modes of SST variability can generate the 434 

Sahel rainfall record, including the multi-decade long drying episode and subsequent rainfall 435 

recovery. The first concern is more pertinent though as, unlike the Great Plains case, no 436 

follow-up analysis was presented to provide insight into the dynamical and thermodynamical 437 

processes causing the rainfall decline over the Sahel. This analysis, nonetheless, suggests that 438 

warm Atlantic SSTs (both in middle-high latitudes and the tropics-subtropics, cf. Fig. 23.3b) 439 

lead to a wetter Sahel, not a drier one; note Giannini et al. (2003) argue that warmer Atlantic 440 

SSTs lead to build-up of the oceanic ITCZ at the expense of the continental one, i.e., at odds 441 

with the AMO-Atl influence noted here.  442 

A contemporaneous statistical link between North Pacific decadal SST variability 443 

(PDV-NP a la PDO) and Sahel rainfall seems more intriguing. Even if SSTs are assumed the 444 

cause, elaboration on the mechanism by which midlatitude Pacific SST anomalies impact 445 

summer rainfall over northern tropical Africa would be challenging, as SST anomalies in 446 

only the Tropics are generally considered causative. Interestingly, the PDV-NP is not without 447 

tropical links, notwithstanding its name. Guan and Nigam (2008) showed PDV-NP linked 448 

with the tropical Indian and Pacific basin SSTs; see also Deser et al. (2004). Figure 12 of 449 

Guan and Nigam shows SST regressions and correlations of the PDV-NP SST principal 450 

component. The correlation map readily reveals the tropical links, especially in the Indian 451 

Ocean and Western Pacific where smaller amplitudes of SST variability create a detection 452 

challenge, but not for the correlation statistic.  453 
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The Indian Ocean SST links of the PDV-NP mode both impart plausibility and indicate 454 

a potential pathway by which this mode of Indo-Pacific SST variability can influence Sahel 455 

rainfall on decadal timescales. Note, the 1960s-1980s decline in Sahel rainfall is coincident 456 

with the phase-reversal of the PDV-NP mode (from positive to negative phase; cf. Fig. 2 in 457 

GN2008), i.e., coincident with the multidecadal warming of the tropical-subtropical Indian 458 

Ocean basin. The competition between continental (African and Indian) and oceanic (Indian 459 

basin) convection could be a mechanism underlying the statistical link between Sahel rainfall 460 

and North Pacific (and Indian Ocean) decadal SST variability.  461 

8. Concluding remarks 462 

Droughts (and wet episodes) over the Great Plains have been linked to SST variability 463 

in the Pacific and Atlantic basins. The basin influences have however yet to be fully 464 

evaluated, in part, because the SST-forced dynamical models of the atmosphere – a common 465 

investigative tool – remain challenged in simulation of regional hydroclimate variability; the 466 

specification of SST anomalies in the models’ extratropics may be problematic as well 467 

(Kushnir et al., 2002). 468 

 Here we adopt a statistical approach rooted in innovative spatiotemporal analysis of 469 

20
th

 century SST variations (GN2008, GN2009) and related drought links (Guan, 2008), 470 

which leads to impressive reconstruction of several (but not all) major droughts and wet 471 

episodes; attesting to the extent of the SST-influence on Great Plains hydroclimate in nature. 472 

We find Atlantic SSTs, tropical and extratropical, to be particularly influential; often, more 473 

than the Pacific ones, and more than indicated in previous analyses (especially those based on 474 

SST-forced atmospheric models): AMO is the dominant contributor in the Dust Bowl spring 475 

drought and in the 1980s fall wetness (i.e., in 2 of the 4 episodes) while the Atlantic Nino is 476 

in another (Dust Bowl summer). As a basin, the Atlantic is more influential than the Pacific 477 

in 3 of the 4 reconstructed episodes (cf. Table-1).  478 
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The AMO’s influence on continental hydroclimate is provided circulation context 479 

from analysis of low-level flow and the column stationary moisture flux, both obtained from 480 

NOAA’s 20
th

 Century Reanalysis. The modulation of moisture transport is important, 481 

especially in fall when AMO’s impact on Great Plains precipitation is strongest. A hypothesis 482 

for how the AMO atmospheric circulation anomalies are generated from AMO SSTs was 483 

proposed by Nigam et al. (2011) to advance discussion of the influence pathways of the mid-484 

to-high latitude SST anomalies.   485 

The Atlantic SSTs evidently exert a profound influence on Great Plains hydroclimate 486 

on decadal timescales, especially in the transition seasons; an influence not represented in the 487 

SST-forced dynamical models of the atmosphere. For instance, Schubert et al. (2009) find a 488 

cold-Pacific and neutral Atlantic to be significantly more influential for US droughts than a 489 

neutral-Pacific and warm-Atlantic (PcAn>>PnAw in their drought modeling experiment 490 

nomenclature).  491 

Our analysis suggests that the La Nina –US drought paradigm – operative on 492 

interannual time scales in nature – has been conferred excessive relevance on decadal time 493 

scales in the recent literature, in part, because dynamical models of the atmosphere are unable 494 

to represent the influence of Atlantic SSTs on Great Plains hydroclimate.  495 

With respect to multidecadal rainfall variations over Sahel, including the drying of 496 

Sahel in the 1950s-1980s, our statistical analysis indicates an important role for both AMO-497 

Atl and Indo–North Pacific decadal SST variability (PDV-NP). The dynamical and 498 

thermodynamical mechanisms underlying these links need elaboration, but a potential 499 

influence pathway is briefly discussed.   500 

Regardless, the present analysis is encouraging for the investigation of the SST-based 501 

experimental statistical decadal prediction of North American and African droughts, 502 

complementing related dynamical predictions.  503 

 504 
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 517 
 518 

519 

TABLE-1: Percentage contribution of the Pacific and Atlantic SST principal 

components to Great Plains droughts and wet episodes; the principal 

components are defined and displayed in GN2008 and GN2009. The 

contributions are noted when the reconstructed signal is ≥10% of the 

observed precipitation anomaly in the 20° latitude-longitude box (103-83W, 

30-50N) covering ~4 million km
2 
and outlined in red in top panels of Fig. 23.4a  
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Dust Bowl Drought 
(Spring 1931-1939) 
Deficit: 0.253 mm/day 

8   26 55 12 92 

Dust Bowl Drought 
(Summer 1931-1939) 
Deficit: 0.291 mm/day 

 9  22 12 31 82 

1950s Drought 
(Fall 1953-1956) 
Deficit: 0.626 mm/day 

23  29  24  78 

1980s Wet Period 
(Fall 1982-1986) 
Surplus: 0.687 mm/day 

14  19  37  75 
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Figure Captions  656 

Figure 23.1: North American drought and wet episodes: (A) Great Plains precipitation in the 20
th
 657 

century, from Climate Research Unit’s TS 3.01 data (University of East Anglia); averaging region 658 

(90°W–100°W, 35°N–45°N) outlined in (F). Seasonal anomalies (mm/day, left scale) are in 659 

green/brown shades; solid black line shows a smooth version (from 50 applications of 1-2-1 660 

averaging) using the right scale. Dashed line shows the Palmer Drought Severity Index anomalies 661 

(similarly smoothed but scaled by 0.1) using the same right scale. Horizontal lines mark the ±1.0 SD 662 

of the smoothed precipitation index. Vertical lines identify periods when this index exceeds ±1.0 SD. 663 

(B) Seasonal Palmer Drought Severity Index, precipitation, and evapotranspiration (from NOAA 664 

Climate Prediction Center, in mm/day) anomalies over the Great Plains in the Dust Bowl years 665 

(1931–39). (C) As in B except for the 1950s drought (1953-56). (D) As in B except for the 1980s wet 666 

period (1982-86). All anomalies in (B)-(D) are relative to the 1931-2002 seasonal climatology. Dust 667 

Bowl precipitation anomalies in Spring (E) and Summer (F). Fall precipitation anomalies in the 668 

1950s drought (G) and 1980s wet period (H). Precipitation is smoothed by 5 applications of ‘smth9’ 669 

in the GrADS plotting software, and displayed using a 0.15 mm/day interval; zero-contour is 670 

suppressed. Green (brown) shades denote positive (negative) values. 671 

Figure 23.2: Observed sea surface temperature anomalies during notable North American drought 672 

and wet episodes, from the Hadley Centre’s HadISST 1.1 analysis (UK Meteorological Office); 673 

relative to the 1900-2002 period’s seasonal climatology, and plotted on a 5° longitude by 2.5° 674 

latitude grid: (A) Dust Bowl (1931–39) spring, (B) Dust Bowl summer, (C) 1953-56 fall drought, and 675 

(D) the 1982-86 wet episode (fall). The SST anomalies reconstructed from seasonal regressions of 676 

the seven Pacific and four Atlantic SST principal components are shown in the right panels. Solid 677 

(dashed) contours denote positive (negative) values and the zero-contour is suppressed; contour 678 

interval is 0.15 K. Sea surface temperature is spatially smoothed by one application of ‘smth9’ in the 679 

GrADS plotting software. Red (blue) shades denote positive (negative) values. 680 

 681 
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Figure 23.3: A) Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation SST principal component (AMO-Atl PC, red) is 682 

compared with other AMO indices: NOAA-Enfield (black); Sutton-Hodson (green); and the Ting et 683 

al. index (purple-x). The notable 1970s decadal pulse in the AMO-Atl PC is coincident with the Great 684 

Salinity Anomaly (see text). The smoothed PC (thick red) is obtained from 50 applications of the 1-685 

2-1 smoother on seasonally-resolved values (thin red); all indices are normalized over the January 686 

1900 – April 2009 period. Smoothed index correlations: (Red, Black)=0.65; (Red, Green)=0.69; 687 

(Red, Purple)=0.78.  B) All-season regressions of the smoothed AMO-Atl PC on residual Atlantic 688 

SSTs (see text for definition) are shaded blue-to-red while its fall-season regressions on precipitation 689 

are shown in brown-to-green colors. SST is contoured at 0.1 C interval and precipitation is 690 

shaded/contoured at 0.075 mm/day. C) AMO’s impact on North American seasonal hydroclimate: 691 

Regressions of smoothed AMO-Atl PC on precipitation, and NOAA-20CR’s 700 hPa geopotential 692 

and surface-300 hPa column stationary moisture flux. Precipitation is plotted as above, height is 693 

contoured at 2 m, and the column moisture flux is in blue vectors with the indicated scale (in kg m
-1

s
-694 

1
), and with values less than 15% of the scale not plotted; zero contours are omitted in all panels. All 695 

regressions are for the April 1914 – July 1995 period, the interval over which the thick red curve 696 

(panel a) is defined. To preclude aliasing of the nonstationary SST Secular Trend PC in the 697 

regressions, its signal in seasonal data was removed prior to regression analysis; smoothing of the 698 

AMO-Atl PC alters the orthonormal property of the SST PCs, necessitating this preemptive measure. 699 

Figure 23.4: A) Observed (top row) and reconstructed (second row) 20
th
 century Great Plains 700 

droughts and wet episodes. Seasonal precipitation regressions of the 7 Pacific and 4 Atlantic SST 701 

principal components over the October 1901 – April 2006 period constitute the building blocks of the 702 

Dust Bowl (1931–39) spring and summer droughts (first and second column), 1953-56 fall drought 703 

(third column), and the 1982-86 fall wet episode (right column). The AMO-Atl contribution to the 704 

reconstruction is shown in the third row. Contouring, shading, and smoothing of precipitation as in 705 

Figure 23.1e-h. The 20° wide latitude-longitude box marked in red in the top panels identifies a 706 

common impacted region; B) Average precipitation in the marked red box is plotted along with the 707 

AMO-Atl SST principal component; both time series are smoothed by 50 applications of the 1-2-1 708 

smoother on seasonal values, and normalized. The AMO-Atl curve is identical to that displayed in 709 
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Figure 23.3A, and is correlated with the precipitation curve at −0.78; its correlation with other 710 

precipitation averages is noted in the legend.  RBN box: 100-90W, 35-45N (Ruiz-Barradas and 711 

Nigam, 2005); Schubert et al. box: 105-95W, 30-50N (Schubert et al., 2004). 712 

Figure 23.5: Drought reconstruction based on SST-leading (and lagging) regressions of the decadal 713 

SST PCs (SST Secular Trend, PDV-North Pacific, ENSO-Non Canonical, AMO-Atl, and Low 714 

Frequency NAO): The SST-lead ranges from 6-to-0 years, and a 3-year SST-lag case (far-right) is 715 

also shown. The drought build-up is evident with reduced SST-lead in each case. Rest as in Figure 716 

23.4a. 717 

Figure 23.6: Observed and reconstructed Sahel rainfall record. The 20W-40E and 10N-20N 718 

averaged rainfall anomaly in boreal summer (June-August) is shown during the 20
th
 century. 719 

Observed anomaly is depicted by the solid black line, while the Pacific and Atlantic SST based 720 

rainfall reconstruction is shown by the dashed black line (correlated at 0.91 with the observed 721 

record). The individual basin contributions to the reconstruction are in blue (Pacific) and green 722 

(Atlantic); the contribution of SST Secular Trend alone is in red. All curves have been smoothed 723 

from 3 applications of the 1-2-1 smoother on yearly summer data. That Sahel rainfall variations can 724 

be effectively reconstructed from just the AMO-Atl and PDV-NP rainfall regressions is evident from 725 

the 0.83 correlation of this reconstruction with observations, as noted in legend. Inclusion of the 726 

other 9 SST principal component contributions improves the correlation only slightly, to 0.91; the 727 

correlation is 0.72 without any smoothing. 728 

729 
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 730 

Figure 23.1: North American drought and wet episodes:  731 
(A) Great Plains precipitation in the 20

th
 century, from Climate 732 

Research Unit’s TS 3.0 data (University of East Anglia); averaging 733 
region (90°W–100°W, 35°N–45°N) outlined in (F). Seasonal anomalies 734 
(mm/day, left scale) are in green/brown shades; solid black line shows 735 
a smooth version (from 50 applications of 1-2-1 averaging) using the 736 
right scale. Dashed line shows the Palmer Drought Severity Index 737 
anomalies (similarly smoothed but scaled by 0.1) using the same right 738 
scale. Horizontal lines mark the ±1.0 SD of the smoothed precipitation 739 
index. Vertical lines identify periods when this index exceeds ±1.0 SD. 740 
(B) Seasonal Palmer Drought Severity Index, precipitation, and 741 

evapotranspiration (from NOAA Climate Prediction Center, in mm/day) anomalies over the Great Plains in the 742 
Dust Bowl years (1931–39). (C) As in B except for the 1950s drought (1953-56). (D) As in B except for the 743 
1980s wet period (1982-86). All anomalies in (B)-(D) are relative to the 1931-2002 seasonal climatology. Dust 744 
Bowl precipitation anomalies in Spring (E) and Summer (F). Fall precipitation anomalies in the 1950s drought 745 
(G) and 1980s wet period (H). Precipitation is smoothed by 5 applications of ‘smth9’ in the GrADS plotting 746 
software, and displayed using a 0.15 mm/day interval; zero-contour is suppressed. Green (brown) shades 747 
denote positive (negative) values. 748 

749 
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 750 

 751 

 752 

 753 

 754 

 755 

 756 

 757 

 758 

 759 

 760 

 761 

 762 

 763 

 764 

 765 

 766 
Figure 23.2: Observed sea surface temperature anomalies during notable North American drought and wet 767 
episodes, from the Hadley Centre’s HadISST 1.1 analysis (UK Meteorological Office); relative to the 1900-768 
2002 period’s seasonal climatology, and plotted on a 5° longitude by 2.5° latitude grid: (A) Dust Bowl (1931–769 
39) spring, (B) Dust Bowl summer, (C) 1953-56 fall drought, and (D) the 1982-86 wet episode (fall). The SST 770 
anomalies reconstructed from seasonal regressions of the seven Pacific and four Atlantic SST principal 771 
components are shown in the right panels. Solid (dashed) contours denote positive (negative) values and the 772 
zero-contour is suppressed; contour interval is 0.15 K. Sea surface temperature is spatially smoothed by one 773 
application of ‘smth9’ in the GrADS plotting software. Red (blue) shades denote positive (negative) values. 774 
 775 
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                             B) 778 

 779 

 780 

 781 
 782 
 783 
 784 
 785 
 786 
 787 
 788 
 789 
 790 

Figure 23.3:  A) Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation SST principal component (AMO-Atl PC, red) is compared 791 
with other AMO indices: NOAA-Enfield (black); Sutton-Hodson (green); and the Ting et al. index (purple-x). 792 
The notable 1970s decadal pulse in the AMO-Atl PC is coincident with the Great Salinity Anomaly (see text). 793 
The smoothed PC (thick red) is obtained from 50 applications of the 1-2-1 smoother on seasonally-resolved 794 
values (thin red); all indices are normalized over the January 1900 – April 2009 period. Smoothed index 795 
correlations: (Red, Black)=0.65; (Red, Green)=0.69; (Red, Purple)=0.78.  B) All-season regressions of the 796 
smoothed AMO-Atl PC on residual Atlantic SSTs (see text for definition) are shaded blue-to-red while its fall-797 
season regressions on precipitation are shown in brown-to-green colors. SST is contoured at 0.1 C interval and 798 
precipitation is shaded/contoured at 0.075 mm/day. C) AMO’s impact on North American seasonal 799 
hydroclimate: Regressions of smoothed AMO-Atl PC on precipitation, and NOAA-20CR’s 700 hPa 800 
geopotential and surface-300 hPa column stationary moisture flux. Precipitation is plotted as above, height is 801 
contoured at 2 m, and the column moisture flux is in blue vectors with the indicated scale (in kg m

-1
s

-1
), and 802 

with values less than 15% of the scale not plotted; zero contours are omitted in all panels. All regressions are for 803 
the April 1914 – July 1995 period, the interval over which the thick red curve (panel a) is defined. To preclude 804 
aliasing of the nonstationary SST Secular Trend PC in the regressions, its signal in seasonal data was removed 805 
prior to regression analysis; smoothing of the AMO-Atl PC alters the orthonormal property of the SST PCs, 806 
necessitating this preemptive measure. 807 

808 
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Figure 23.4: A) Observed (top row) and reconstructed (second row) 20
th

 century Great Plains droughts and wet 809 
episodes. Seasonal precipitation regressions of the 7 Pacific and 4 Atlantic SST principal components over the 810 
October 1901 – April 2006 period constitute the building blocks of the Dust Bowl (1931–39) spring and 811 
summer droughts (first and second column), 1953-56 fall drought (third column), and the 1982-86 fall wet 812 
episode (right column). The AMO-Atl contribution to the reconstruction is shown in the third row. Contouring, 813 
shading, and smoothing of precipitation as in Figure 23.1e-h. The 20° wide latitude-longitude box marked in red 814 
in the top panels identifies a common impacted region; B) Average precipitation in the marked red box is 815 
plotted along with the AMO-Atl SST principal component; both time series are smoothed by 50 applications of 816 
the 1-2-1 smoother on seasonal values, and normalized. The AMO-Atl curve is identical to that displayed in 817 
Figure 23.3A, and is correlated with the precipitation curve at −0.78; its correlation with other precipitation 818 
averages is noted in the legend.  RBN box: 100-90W, 35-45N (Ruiz-Barradas and Nigam, 2005); Schubert et al. 819 
box: 105-95W, 30-50N (Schubert et al., 2004). 820 

821 
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 822 
Figure 23.5: Drought reconstruction based on SST-leading (and lagging) regressions of the decadal SST PCs 823 
(SST Secular Trend, PDV-North Pacific, ENSO-Non Canonical, AMO-Atl, and Low Frequency NAO): The 824 
SST-lead ranges from 6-to-0 years, and a 3-year SST-lag case (far-right) is also shown. The drought build-up is 825 
evident with reduced SST-lead in each case. Rest as in Figure 23.4a. 826 

827 
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 828 

 829 

 830 

 831 

 832 

 833 

 834 

 835 

 836 
 837 
Figure 23.6: Observed and reconstructed Sahel rainfall record. The 20W-40E and 10N-20N averaged rainfall 838 
anomaly in boreal summer (June-August) is shown during the 20

th
 century. Observed anomaly is depicted by 839 

the solid black line, while the Pacific and Atlantic SST based rainfall reconstruction is shown by the dashed 840 
black line (correlated at 0.91 with the observed record). The individual basin contributions to the reconstruction 841 
are in blue (Pacific) and green (Atlantic); the contribution of SST Secular Trend alone is in red. All curves have 842 
been smoothed from 3 applications of the 1-2-1 smoother on yearly summer data. That Sahel rainfall variations 843 
can be effectively reconstructed from just the AMO-Atl and PDV-NP rainfall regressions is evident from the 844 
0.83 correlation of this reconstruction with observations, as noted in legend. Inclusion of the other 9 SST 845 
principal component contributions improves the correlation only slightly, to 0.91; the correlation is 0.72 without 846 
any smoothing.    847 


